Biography Book Report Outline

Remember an outline is only a skeleton of your paper. Get down the important facts with a few details. Use this outline to create a rough draft that really sparkles with details and excellent writing. Never forget a great writer always edits and revises their work.

I. INTRODUCTION
   A. Full name of person: ___________________________________________
   B. Title of Biography Book: _______________________________________
   C. Author: _______________________________________________________
   D. Brief Description of person
      1. When they were born: __________________________
      2. Where they were born: __________________________
      3. Why is this person important: (Generally)
         _____________________________________________
         _____________________________________________
         _____________________________________________
         _____________________________________________
      4. Age and date of death: __________________________
   E. Other important facts for introduction:
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________

II. MIDDLE PARAGRAPHS (More than one paragraph)
   A. Chronological information on the person’s life. Childhood, school life, adult life.
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________
B. Challenges this person faced:


C. Three things that made this person important

1. 

2. 

3. 

D. Facts about how this person contributed to his/her field of specialty.


E. The part of this person's life you admire the most, and why you think so.


F. Other important supporting details.


III. CONCLUDING PARAGRAPH
   A. Important facts to emphasize about your person/ wrap-up the body of the report.

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

   B. Do you think this book gives an accurate/ honest account of your subject?

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________